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The editorial board member including Editor-in-Chief will not disclose any information
about a submitted manuscript to anyone other than the corresponding author, reviewers,
other editorial advisers and the publisher, as appropriate.
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scientific application, intellectual content and social benefit to society without regard to
race, gender, sexual orientation, religious belief, ethnic origin, citizenship of author.



The material of the manuscript should not be used by any other editor or any other
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Publication decision: Editor-in-Chief of specific journal in the Publication House
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Objectivity: Reviewer should follow the review process, step by step set up by the
editors of the specific journal in the Publication House. Reviewers should be explanatory
about the recommendation which gives rational support and justification.
Fast Track Review: Reviewers should requested to complete the review process within
the particular time span provided to them. Reviewers could also decline to review at their
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Qualification: If the reviewer sees themselves under qualified according to the
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Originality: Submitted manuscript should be original and authors must ensure that this
submission is neither currently under consideration for publication.
Plagiarism: There are many types of plagiarism such as claiming the authorship of work
by others, copying major parts of others research and using results of research conducted
by other researchers. Any type of plagiarism is not acceptable and considered as unethical
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Accuracy: Fraudulent and inaccurate result constitute unethical and unacceptable.
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Copyright of accepted manuscript: Authors agree to the copyright of accepted
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The managing editors and editorials board member are not responsible for author
expressed opinions, views.

